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Uber das Wesen des Patriotismus existiert fast nichts 1
The Patriotic Phenomenon
In March 1988 a controversy erupted in Rhode Island over the national 
anthem Sarah Sprague, a high school senior, had supposedly been forbidden 
by teacher Katherine Jams to sing or hum the national anthem as it was 
broadcast over the school loudspeakers Her complaint letter about the 
teachers behavior to the weekly Standard-Times of North Kingstown in no 
time triggered off widespread media attention local TV network crews 
rushed to the school, the Associated Press distributed the story around the 
nation, and radio stations tried to get Sarah to sing the national anthem on 
the air In the end, the story proved to involve no more than a regular 
classroom discipline incident cleverly exploited by a rancorous student By 
then, however, teacher Katherine Jams had been subjected to hate letters, 
threatening phone calls, and even the vandalization of her home 2
The story illustrates several different dimensions of patriotism First, a 
moral dimension how patriotism is considered a virtue and its suppression a 
vice Second, a political dimension how an appeal to patriotism can serve 
one s interests and damage those of others And third, a social psychological 
dimension how patriotism succeeds m mobilizing people and motivates 
them to protect or attack certain persons The three dimensions are held 
together by the massiveness of patriotism—its plebeian, anti-elitist support 
basis
Evidence for the popular foundation of patriotism can be gathered 
from opinion polls According to one such poll, carried out in June 1983, a 
majority of Americans considers themselves to be very patriotic 
Moreover, some 93% believe that the country is worth fighting for m the 
event of another major world war, as compared to only 3% who assert it is 
not When questioned about their pride in being Americans m 1982, 80% of 
a national sample said extremely proud, 18% said somewhat proud, and 
only 2% not proud 3 Patriotism is not unique to the United States in 
Australia, Brazil, India, and the Philippines respectively, 90, 92, 95 and 99% of 
the respondents answered yes to the question Are you proud to be a 
national of [country]7 The no answers amounted in each case to less than 
8% 4 In Costa Rica 90% of the surveyed population agreed in March 1982 
with the statement that Costa Rica is a democracy which gives us pride 5 
Other countries in which 80% or more of the respondents professed to be 
proud of their country include Ireland, Iceland, Mexico, the United Kingdom, 
Spam, Finland, and Italy In some nations patriotic pride burns at a decidedly 
lower pitch in the Federal Republic of Germany only about 59% of those 
surveyed feels proud, in the Netherlands 60%, and m Japan 62% Still, these 
figures are at least twice as high as the not proud percentages 6
2The reality that shores up these figures is the same one as manifested 
itself in the Rhode Island national anthem controversy Neither the figures, 
nor the controversy are self-explanatory they suggest the popularity of 
patriotism, its moral importance, political versatility, and social psychological 
force, but not whether and why these features adhere to patriotism 
intrinsically To obtain insight m this more crucial and fundamental matter 
requires that patriotism be studied in depth from an interdisciplinary 
perspective That is what the longer project of which this paper is the first 
part aims to do In this part, further arguments are adduced for investigating 
patriotism and ways are indicated for how such an investigation could 
proceed
Scholarship on Patriotism
Sulzbach s epigram to this article still holds true today as much as it did 
at its publication m 1923 Patriotism as a held of study is still non-existent To 
be sure, there have been some isolated attempts to fill the void In 1932, for 
instance, Earle Hunter promisingly declared in his A Sociological Analysis of 
Certain Types of Patriotism (New York n p ) that the absence of exact 
understanding of what patriotism is and how and why it operates or is 
effective in social life is the starting point of this work (p 18) However, 
while Hunter s study unearths some valuable empirical data, it does not for 
reasons that will be given further on, present a thorough analysis of the 
patriotic phenomenon Hugh Cunningham was largely right when he wrote 
in 1975 that there is no historiography of patriotism, nor, indeed, anything 
but scattered knowledge as to its political power or social location 7 
Patriotism, John Grainger added, is a strangely neglected theme Social 
scientists have indeed acknowledged the constructive power of this ancient 
integrating sentiment but have not found it susceptible to analysis 8
Reference works provide supplementary proof for the lack of 
scholarship on patriotism The 1988-89 edition of Books in Print lists 25 
works under the entry patriotism The first book on the list is a translated 
poetry collection by the early twentieth century Flemish poet Paul Van 
Ostayen Seven other books bear titles such as Happy Birthday America and 
Let s Hear for America and live up entirely to the expectations raised by their 
titles Of the seventeen remaining books, six are reprints of essay collections 
that date from before 1935, seven are historical studies—nearly half of them 
reprints from the fifties—and one is a book on political theory that, though it 
carries patriotism m its title, fails to define the concept9
In the subject registers of scholarly indexes the entry patriotism is 
often absent or followed by see under nationalism Sociological Abstracts 
lists seventeen references under patriotism for the entire 1980-1989 period
3For that same period International Political Science Abstracts contains eleven 
entries about patriotism, the Bibliography of Contents Political Science and 
Government seventeen the Social Sciences Index thirteen, the Philosopher s 
Index eighteen, and Psychological Abstracts and Abstracts in Anthropology 
none
It goes without saying that there are no bibliographies about patriotism 
Patriotism is not even mentioned in most encyclopedias and dictionaries of 
the social sciences, psychology or the humanities A noteworthy exception is 
the four page contribution on patriotism by Francis W Coker m the 
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences However, that article appeared m the 
1934 edition—from the 1968 edition the patriotism entry was deleted 
Similarly, Patriotismus is not dealt with m the 13 volume Handwörterbuch 
der Sozialwissenschaften of 1963 One has to reach back to the 1841 Staats- 
Lexikon to find a lengthy discussion on the subject In France, finally, patrie 
and patriotisme are treated extensively only m the Dictionnaire General de la 
Politique (1884) and not m the more recent political and social scientific 
dictionaries
The lack of scholarly interest in patriotism contrasts markedly with the 
abundance of scholarship on nationalism The 1980 edition of Sociological 
Abstracts, for instance, mentions 78 articles on nationalism, but only two on 
patriotism, and for the whole period 1980-1989 more than 500 studies on 
nationalism are listed (versus 17 on patriotism) Bibliographies about 
nationalism have grown steadily larger and more numerous The first one, 
Koppel Pinsons 1935 A Bibliographical Introduction to Nationalism included 
431 titles, Karl Deutschs An Interdisciplinary Bibliography on Nationalism 
1935-1953 lists more than 1700 studies, and Deutschs and Merritts 
subsequent Nationalism and National Development which covers the 1935- 
1965 period includes roughly 5000 titles In addition, since 1974 the Canadian 
Review of Studies in Nationalism has published annual annotated 
bibliographies, resulting by now m some 3000 pages of abstracts
The abundance of studies on nationalism may seem to explain the lack 
of scholarship on patriotism One can easily imagine that patriotism and 
nationalism have been perceived to be sufficiently alike to investigate them 
under one heading, that of nationalism If so, there is no need to insist on the 
necessity of investigating patriotism, for such an investigation will, without 
making use of the notion patriotism, have thrived all along
This explanation convinces on one score the success of nationalism as 
an area of research must have made it difficult to carve out a separate domain 
of investigation for patriotism Yet to conclude that the study of patriotism 
flourishes in disguise fails to take heed of two problems First, if patriotism 
has continued to be researched, there must be proof of that research activity 
Since the concept of patriotism has itself become academically obsolete, where
4is that proof to come from and what does it consist of7 Secondly, why is it that 
theories and empirical investigations came to focus on nationalism and not 
on patriotism7 If there was only room for one field of study, why was it not 
called patriotism instead of nationalism 7
Answers to both questions require first of all that a definition of 
patriotism is available that is roughly m accordance with the common 
understanding of the term and that is conceptually distinct from plausible 
definitions of nationalism In order to develop such a definition, the next 
section will look at ways in which patriotism and nationalism have been 
perceived to differ and evaluate these on the basis of the introduction s 
portrayal of the patriotic phenomenon
Distinguishing Patriotism and Nationalism
There are about five ways m which people, writing on patriotism and 
nationalism, or defining the terms for dictionaries and encyclopedias, have 
conceived of the relationship between the two concepts
The first way has been to identify one concept with the other Such 
explicit equation of nationalism with patriotism occurs rarely though, and 
when it does, no justification is offered Ferdinand Kattenbusch, for instance, 
has stated that Patriotismus ist sicher zunächst Nationalismus, without 
clarifying his reasons for thinking so 10 Similarly, Kaiser does not explain why 
we should accept that Nationalismus und Patriotismus nebeneinander 
verwendet [sind] 11 Symmons-Symonolewicz, finally, self-assuredly claims 
that since the beginning of the nineteenth century patriotism has been an 
integral part of nationalism and cannot be meaningfully separated from it 12
However, the sheer existence of two different terms, patriotism and 
nationalism, puts the burden of proof on those who refuse to attach 
different meanings to them More importantly, the current usage of the 
terms is clearly divergent Few would be inclined, for instance, to call the 
conflict between Armenians and Azerbaijanis over Nagorno-Karabakh 
patriotic, or to label Bushs rhetoric during the 1988 campaign nationalist 
The unity of the Soviet Union is threatened by nationalist, not by patriotic 
movements, and Bush tried to stir the mood of the American public with 
patriotic speeches, not with nationalist ones Definitions of patriotism and 
nationalism should reflect these differences in meaning between the two 
concepts Therefore, the deliberate identification of patriotism with 
nationalism cannot be the key to understanding the reality these notions 
refer to
A second way in which nationalism and patriotism have been related 
is by portraying them respectively as the bad and good expression of national
5awareness Nationalism is viewed then as patriotism without a heart 13 
Reading audiences are often cautioned not to mistake one for the other In 
the New Catholic Encyclopedia for instance, a eulogy on patriotism is 
followed by the stern warning that the aggressive character of political 
nationalism, the immoderate nationalism that Pius XI repeatedly 
distinguished from patriotism, is the kind of sin that maketh nations 
miserable For once, the Great Soviet Encyclopedia agrees Genuine 
patriotism, it declares, is incompatible with nationalism 14
Patriotism is considered good or virtuous because of its alleged 
defensive nature It is the will to maintain and defend what is one s own 
and cherished, 15 the desire to preserve and protect the home 16 
Nationalism, in contrast, is inspired by opposition or aversion to persons 
and things which are strange or unintelligible, 17 it is the powerful drive to 
dominate the urge to have one s own nation, one s own state assert itself 
above, over, and at the cost of others 18 As John Grainger sums up the 
contrast Nationalism demands success En politique il faut réussir 
Patriotism does something for losers 19
General encyclopedias and dictionaries often accept the morally 
dichotomous distinction between patriotism and nationalism as the standard 
meaning difference between the two notions Characteristic is the 
explanation under Patriotismus in the Schweizer Lexikon (1947) 
Vaterlandsliebe im Sinne von Zugehorigkeitsgefuhl zur Heimat, nicht zu 
verwechseln mit Nationalismus, bei dem negative Elemente, wie 
Überheblichkeit u Aggression, vorwiegen In the second edition of the 
Random House Dictionary of the English Language (1987) excessive 
patriotism is given as the third meaning of nationalism , and the Grand 
Robert de la langue française (1985) observes that le patriotisme diffère du 
nationalisme en ce qu il ne suppose pas un culte exclusif de la nation 20
The contrast between virtuous patriotism and vicious nationalism 
cannot provide a suitable basis for investigating the different natures of 
patriotism and nationalism Embracing the legitimacy of the contrast would 
render the assignment of descriptive features to nationalism and patriotism 
dependent on the moral beliefs one is holding The study of nationalism and 
patriotism would thus be predicated on a consensus over their moral value 
Since such a consensus is not even plausible, empirical analyses of patriotism 
and nationalism should divorce these concepts from the evaluational 
dimension on which they are commonly situated This does not imply a 
denigrating attitude towards a moral approach of patriotism and nationalism 
On the contrary, by divesting these concepts from their value-laden 
connotations, their ethical study will avoid being determined by 
terminological conventions, rather than by insight in their material 
features
6A third way m which patriotism and nationalism have been related— 
and a second manner of distinguishing between them—is by accentuating the 
former s primitive naturalness and the latter s ideological sophistication 
This contrast may be linked with the previous one (patriotism as le bon 
sauvage, nationalism as the cunning corruptor), but need not be so For 
primitiveness can carry a negative connotation and sophistication a positive 
one as m Gerald Newman s mocking remark that using the terms 
patriotism and nationalism interchangeably is a little like confusing 
alchemy with polymer science 21
In most cases, the contrast between primitive patriotism and 
sophisticated nationalism is couched in neutral terms A representative 
example is the description under patriotisme in the fourth volume of the 
Salvai Catala (Barcelona, 1968)
Sentiment basat en la identificado personal amb els prmcipis 
que sustenten la nació o la patria Es diferencia del nacionalisme 
en el fet que aquest constitueix un moviment politic, mentre que 
el patriotisme es un sentiment individual que, en determinades 
cirumstancies historiques, pot provocar una accio politica
Thus, patriotism is viewed as primarily a sentiment or individual 
psychological state, while nationalism is defined as a political phenomenon— 
a movement, ideology or both Leonard Doob, defending that distinction has 
observed that the most common definition of patriotism, love of country, 
is obviously subjective and psychological 22 Nationalism, in contrast, is 
most often understood as an aggregate of political demands David Miller 
concurs patriotism, he says, carries with it less theoretical baggage than 
nationalism, it is really a sentiment rather than a political idea 23
Many well-known scholars of nationalism, including Kohn, Shafer, 
Kedoune, Minogue and Gellner, have at one time or another m their careers 
similarly commented on the distinction between patriotism and 
nationalism 24 This indicates that within the studies in nationalism field 
there is an approximate consensus on the difference m meaning between the 
two terms The consensus seems to be based on a syllogism of which both the 
premises are plausible (1) patriotism is a psychological phenomenon, and (2) 
nationalism is a political phenomenon However, it does not follow apace 
with what the above mentioned authors seem to suggest, that patriotism 
cannot be a political phenomenon and nationalism a psychological 
phenomenon That conclusion would be entailed only if a third premise 
were true, namely that patriotism and nationalism are two sides or aspects of 
the same reality But, that premise is incompatible with the examples that 
have been introduced earlier to come to an intuitive understanding of what 
makes patriotism distinct from nationalism The national anthem 
controversy m Rhode Island was a patriotic incident, not a nationalist one
7Likewise, the Nagorno-Karabakh issue has not both a nationalist side and a 
patriotic side, it has only the former, and Bush s rhetoric during the 
presidential campaign possessed only a patriotic dimension, not a nationalist 
one
Examples that scholars of nationalism have adduced to sustain their 
point tend to render it rather more questionable Mmogue, for instance, 
quotes Queen Elizabeth I addressing her soldiers, to clarify what he means by 
patriotism
I am come amongst you, as you see, at this time, not for my 
recreation and disport, but being resolved, m the midst and heat 
of the battle, to live or die amongst you all, to lay down for my 
God, and for my kingdom, and for my people, my honour and 
my blood, even m the dust25
The appeal of this speech, Mmogue claims, is due to patriotism, not 
nationalism
It will not even do to suggest that Elizabeth s subjects 
experienced national feeling or national consciousness for 
while they may have felt loyalty to something they called 
England, they did not go on to take the next essential step, 
which is to call England a nation, with all that such an 
expression means to us today 26
Granted, the fact that Elizabeth s subjects did not consider their England as a 
nation preempted them from being justifiably called nationalists However, 
for very much the same reason Elizabeth s subjects cannot be considered 
patriots, for neither did they conceive of England as a patria or country 
England was for them, as both Mmogue and Elizabeth I make perfectly clear, a 
kingdom, m which the people owe their loyalty to the monarch and the 
monarch rules by the will of God
Apart from confusing patriotism with royalism, Mmogue mistakenly 
assumes that loyalties to king and country somehow lack the political 
substance that inheres m the idea of a nation But whether one judges these 
loyalties by the complexity of the political ideologies that shore them up or by 
the magnitude of their political impact, they seem to be the equals of 
nationalism Especially given the fact that nationalist ideologies can be 
notoriously vague and marred by internal contradictions, thinking the 
nation hardly qualifies as a politically more mature feat than dying for one s 
country or king 27 In each case, a social psychological reality—the 
identification of individuals with a social entity—is intricately tied up with a 
political reality—an argumentative framework that justifies and guides how 
that entity situates itself vis-a-vis other historical forces Hence, loyalties to
8the kingdom, the country, and the nation differ not by one being more 
psychological or less political than the other, but as I will argue further on, by 
each of them having distinct objects of allegiance
A third way of distinguishing between patriotism and nationalism is by 
the scope of their appeal Patriotism is viewed then as the product of localism 
or topophilia (Tuan), while nationalism is defined as an attachment to 
imagined communities (Anderson) or an abstract idea of the nation This 
manner of conceptually separating patriotism and nationalism preserves the 
primitiveness versus sophistication dichotomy, and can be considered as a 
specific manifestation of that dichotomy However, because both the 
etymological background of patriotism and its current usage are pervaded 
by territorialist connotations the distinction merits special attention
Referring to that etymological background, patriotism according to 
Woodcock, is the term that relates specifically to the patria, the actual land 
that is felt to be home, the nation is merely the political construct that is built 
upon the patria 28 Carlton Hayes further specifies that there has been from 
ancient times the love of country or native land, which is patriotism But 
nationalism is a modern, almost a recent phenomenon 29 Love of the 
homeland, Hans Kohn affirms, is the heart of patriotism of which 
nationalism [is] qualitatively different 30 Encyclopedias, lexicons, and 
dictionaries, especially the German ones, stress the same point The 
Schweizer Lexikon (1947) defines Patriotismus as Vaterlandsliebe im sinne 
von Zugehorigkeitsgefuhl zur Heimat Der Grosse Herder (1955) also refers 
to Zugehorigkeitsgefuhl zu dem Land und Volk to define patriotism, and 
the Brockhaus Wahrig Deutsches Wörterbuch (1983) talks about patriotism as 
Bindung an das Eigene Land, an dessen politisch-kulturelle Tradition 31
Insofar as these characterizations of patriotism stress its localist nature 
as opposed to nationalism they are unpersuasive For just as one can 
accentuate patriotism s rootedness in the Heimat, one can highlight the 
dependency of nationalism on local ethnic or cultural features, such as 
customs and dialects Anyway, emphasizing the link of patriotism and 
nationalism with local attachment seems to misidentify the social 
psychological source of their political strength Although I cannot argue for 
the thesis here, it is more plausible that this strength originates from the 
success of patriotism and nationalism in responding to the combined needs of 
social identity formation and cognitive structuring of the environment32 In 
other words, the motivational clout of nationalism and patriotism derives 
less from familiarity with local surroundings than from the mental security 
offered by the separateness of one s own nation or country from other nations 
or countries 33
The importance of boundaries m shaping patriotism explains why 
almost all definitions of the phenomenon relate it to the willingness to fight
9and die for the country The Random House Dictionary (1987), for instance, 
defines patriotism as devoted love, support, and defense of one s country 
The Webster s (1986) specifies its characterization of a patriot by adding esp a 
soldier who fights for love of country According to the Oxford English 
Dictionary (1989), a patriot is one who disinterestedly or self-sacnficingly 
exerts himself to promote the well-being of his country one who 
maintains his country s freedom and rights French dictionaries, finally, 
define patriotisme as amour de la patrie, desir, volonte de se dévouer et au 
besoin de se sacrifier pour la defendre, en particulier contre les attaques 
armees, or also as attachement profond et dévouement è la patrie, souvent 
avec volonte de la defendre militairement en cas d attaque exterieure 34
Boundaries play as important a role m constituting nationalism 
However here they do not coincide with established state-boundaries, but are 
determined by ethnicity factors Nationalism, as Anthony Smith has put it,
always involves a struggle for control over land, not simply as 
an economic resource, but in order to provide a basis and arena 
for nation-building, a haven of security, and a truly national 
status for an otherwise unrecognized ethnic community 35
Since ethnic communities and states seldom neatly overlap, nationalism 
functions as a constant challenge to the existing configuration of states 36 
Nationalism s ideal of a world consisting exclusively of ethno-states or 
nation-states requires the breakdown of the current system of state- 
boundaries and is, as such, diametrically opposed to the patriotic ideal
This brings the discussion to the final and, I think, most sensible way of 
conceptually distinguishing patriotism and nationalism According to that 
distinction, patriotism embodies allegiance to the country, that is, the political 
community which organizationally expresses itself in the state Nationalism, 
in contrast, stands for loyalty to the nation, that is, the ideal of the political 
transformation of an ethnic or cultural community into an independent 
state
Several authors have argued m favor of a roughly similar distinction 
between patriotism and nationalism J L Stocks, for instance defines 
patriotism as the effective recognition by an individual of the obligation of 
service involved m the membership of a community as politically organized 
in the form of the State Nationalism, on the other hand, presents itself 
to us as a theory as to the proper unit of government and as a historical 
tendency to develop such units 37 Along the same lines, Shaw and Wong 
have argued that patriotism is an ideology that promotes loyalty to a society 
that is territorially and politically defined regardless of the cultural and ethnic 
background of its members This distinction, they continue, is crucial
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because the primary ingredients of nationalism, such as myths or beliefs of 
common descent are not available m multi-ethnic societies 38
Defining patriotism as loyalty to one s country (determined by state- 
boundaries) and nationalism as loyalty to one s nation (determined by 
cultural or ethnic boundaries) correlates with the intuitive understanding of 
the two phenomena that emerged from the examples given earlier The 
Rhode Island national anthem controversy was a patriotic issue because it 
involved a conflict over a symbol and ritual associated with the United States 
as a political community The Nagorno-Karabakh problem, in contrast, refers 
to an ethnic conflict between Armenians and Azerbaijanis and is for that 
reason a nationalist and not a patriotic issue
On a social psychological level patriotism and nationalism are not 
significantly different Both involve a merger of group- and self-identity that 
results in an exclusive loyalty of individuals to their own group In both 
cases that group by far extends beyond the arele of family, friends, 
acquaintances, or even persons one can know about The group is a cognitive 
construct, an imagined community (Anderson), existing by the sake of the 
boundaries that mark it off from other groups These boundaries are 
responsible for whatever differences exist between patriotism and 
nationalism They define the objects of loyalty that patriotism and 
nationalism are directed to and, as a result, determine the contrast m appeal 
and program between the two phenomena It is only on the political level 
though, that the boundaries can become visible, for only there do appeals and 
programs play a role For that reason the remainder of this paper will analyze 
patriotism primarily as a political phenomenon 39
Patriotism, Nationalism, and Other Political Rhetorics
On a political level, nationalism refers primarily to movements which, 
as John Breuilly has put it, seek to gam or exercise state power and justify 
their objectives in terms of nationalist doctrine 40 They are movements that 
want to gain independence for parts of a political unit (e g anti-colonial 
movements) or seek unification with other political umts (e g the 
nineteenth century German and Italian unification movements) The 
nationalist doctrine is built upon three basic assertions
(a) There exists a nation with an explicit and peculiar character
(b) The interests and values of this nation take priority over all
other interests and values t >
(c) The nation must be as independent as possible 41
Like nationalism, the notion patriotism can be used to refer to political 
movements that seek to gam or preserve control over the state system
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Unlike nationalist movements, however, patriotic movements strive for 
state power while and through respecting the existing political-territorial 
boundaries They do not challenge these boundaries, either by breaking up 
territorial political entities, or by joining previously independent political 
entities together Instead, they attempt to consolidate or broaden their power 
within a given state by modifying one or more of its organizational 
components (the military, the legislative body, the judiciary, )
Patriotic movements legitimize their thirst for power m terms of a 
patriotic doctrine To facilitate comparison with nationalism, the patriotic 
doctrine can be condensed into three fundamental tenets
(a) There exists a country with an explicit and peculiar character
(b) The interests and values of this country take priority over all 
other interests and values
(c) The country must be as independent as possible
The substitution of country for nation is evidently crucial in this 
formulation of the patriotic doctrine It implies, first of all, that patriotic 
movements will extol elements of a common political heritage in order to 
make their claims appealing, rather than shoring these claims up with an 
ethnicity-stained rhetoric However, in so far as territorial factors enter into 
the definition of ethnicity, patriotic and nationalist rhetorics merge For the 
profoundly territorial nature of modern states instigates patriotic movements 
to celebrate the geographical make-up of their countries And, because of the 
close link between soil and blood, patriotic movements will also 
occasionally borrow full-fledged ethnic and racial jargon in defense of the 
country However, in order to qualify as patriotic it must be evident from a 
movement s rhetoric that it appeals primarily to aspects of political, rather 
than ethnic, racial, or cultural communality 42
Component (c) in the nationalist and patriotic doctrines is the most 
important one for understanding their divergent characters 43 
Independence is obviously the key notion here From a nationalist 
perspective, independence requires a redrawing of the state boundaries, 
which implies getting a specific territorial entity internationally recognized as 
the spatial basis of a new, sovereign political community From a patriotic 
perspective, independence means at the same time much less and much 
more than that It means much less because it does not require carving out a 
new state on the international map It means much more because it is 
defined as the absence of the threat of internal and external usurpation On 
the foreign policy level, this may lead patriots, at one extreme, to advocate 
isolationism and self-sufficiency, and, at the other extreme, to adhere to a 
course of imperialist domination In either case, the nationalist ideal of 
entering the club of nation-states is supplanted by the ideal of occupying a 
uniquely secure position within that community On the domestic level, the
12
patriotic ideal takes the form of a crusade against the political corruption of 
the country by either the dominant regime—when the patriots are m the 
opposition—, or by the opposition forces—when the patriots are in power 
More often than not the patriots will claim that their domestic and foreign 
policy strategies are intertwined through the fact that the forces that corrupt 
the country from the inside conspire with forces that try to erode its integrity 
from the outside
To further clarify the nature of patriotic discourse, it is useful to 
compare it with a number of other political rhetorics, notably those of 
populism, statism, and imperialism They all share an appeal to a social 
entity that symbolizes the rejection of political factionalism and ideological 
squabbling Their policies and programs may be conservative or progressive, 
left or right, socialist or capitalist, but they all pretend to transcend these 
political cleavages Where they differ is in their choice of objects of 
allegiance—a choice which is reflected in the policies they advocate
Margaret Canovan has divided populism in seven types, of which only 
one, politician s populism, is closely related to patriotism It refers to an 
ideology which claims that the people are a single entity, that supposed 
divisions among them are unreal, and that one leader or one party can stand 
above maliciously divisive politics and represent them all 44 Canovan could 
have added that appeals to the people are almost always restricted to the 
people of a certain country (the French people, the American people, ), so 
that patriotic and populist discourses can and do easily merge Appeals to the 
people may have stronger anti-elitist and anti-traditionalist overtones than 
patriotic appeals, and may, in contrast to the latter, more suitably apply in 
domestic than in foreign policy contexts, but these are gradual, not 
fundamental differences Hence, an investigation of the political significance 
of patriotism should also shed light on certain forms of populism
A wider meaning gap exists between patriotism and statism 45 The 
latter doctrine is well expressed in Mussolini s dictum everything in the 
state, nothing against the state, nothing outside the state 46 Although statism 
shares with patriotism the view that the state expresses the country s will and 
derives its political legitimacy from that, it does not, as Mussolini makes 
clear, allow for the possibility that the interests of state and country conflict 
Statism thus effectively subordinates the value of the country to the value of 
the state This is manifested in pleas, alien to the patriotic doctrine, for 
strengthening the state s role in society Patriotism views the state as a tool of 
the country instead of its embodiment, for the state—like the king—can 
promote the country s well-being, but also help to undermine it
Patriotism may occasionally foster the growth of statism, and adherents 
of statism may try to fan patriotism, but the two cannot merge the way 
populism and patriotism can Ideologies that subscribe to statism, particularly
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fascism can thus not be considered as manifestations of patriotism 47 
However the ideological disparity of the two phenomena does not 
necessarily render them causally unrelated The boundaries of country and 
state are after all, the same, which means that the loyalties patriotism and 
statism invoke, may be hardly social psychologically distinguishable Hence, 
the study of patriotism should definitely include an inquiry into whether and 
how patriotism contributes to statist thinking and policy-making
Imperialism, m its prevalent meaning, refers to a set of policies or type 
of state behavior that involves aggressiveness toward other states 48 Here it is 
understood more neutrally as a doctrine that regards political power 
expansion abroad as a necessary condition for the well-being of one s country 
The empire is regarded as a natural extension of the country and an 
indispensable tool for safeguarding its interests
Insofar as imperialism derives its justification from how it serves the 
country, it is compatible with the patriotic doctrine and becomes a specific 
brand of it However, patriotism may also oppose imperialism Empires may 
be legitimized on statist, religious or monarchist grounds, and imperialism 
can thus entirely lack a patriotic content Moreover, patriotic movements 
may oppose imperialism by arguing, pace its apologists, that political power 
expansion undermines rather than enhances the country s security Hence, 
imperialism is not necessarily a form of patriotism, nor does patriotism 
inevitably imply imperialism As with the relationship between patriotism 
and statism, though, the connection between patriotism and imperialism is 
so close that a study of the former should include an investigation of how it 
contributes to the occurrence of the latter
Why Patriotism Is Not Studied
The thesis guiding this paper is that the study of patriotism has been 
severely neglected Yet, the argument in support of that thesis is still 
incomplete For even if one agrees that patriotism should be distinguished 
from nationalism m the way indicated, one could continue to believe that the 
study of patriotism is, terminological matters aside, in a healthy state What 
has been shown so far, a critic might maintain, is that the notion patriotism 
has gone out of fashion and that it would be convenient to stage its come­
back Surely, it does not show that the subject-matter patriotism is 
supposed to cover has all that time avoided notice One would expect rather 
that it has been researched under alternative terminological covers In short, 
a critic could say, the whole discussion so far evidences too much interest in 
matters of definition and too little interest in actual research results
It is impossible to disprove this critique, for the burden of proof lies 
with the critic As long as a critic fails to give examples of works on
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patriotism, one cannot point out how sparse or exceptional such examples 
are If a critic can confidently assert that the study of patriotism has flourished 
in disguise, it should not be too difficult to show so Hence, this paper has to 
await critique before its case can be further strengthened In the meantime, 
however, one can point out reasons for why the study of patriotism has been 
neglected While such reasons do not qualify as evidence one way or another 
they should render the claim that research on patriotism has remained 
underdeveloped more plausible They should also be able to explain why the 
current field of research is named nationalism and not patriotism
A first reason is the historical visibility of nationalism vis-a-vis 
patriotism For the most part, writers on the subject are historians who have 
tried to make sense of the puzzling and clashing political forces around them 
by approaching those forces from a diachronic perspective 49 Historical works 
on patriotism and nationalism have, thus, always mirrored the political 
climate of the times in which they were written When scholars, such as 
Robert Michels, Walter Sulzbach, Rene Johannet and Carlton Hayes, 
launched their careers the First World War vividly illustrated the force of 
both patriotism and nationalism Correspondingly, the first serious works on 
political manifestations of national consciousness paid attention to both 
phenomena 50 Since then, however, scholarly interest evolved away from 
patriotism, engrossed as it was by the revolutionary and sometimes 
catastrophic manifestations of nationalism In a first phase, that lasted from 
the 1930s to the late 1940s, those studying the subject were (naturally) fixated 
by the rise to power of right-wing nationalism, fascism, and Nazusm 51 In a 
second phase (1950s-1960s) the decolonization process and the birth of new 
nations in the Third World was at the center of attention And in the current 
phase (1970s - 1980s) the mam concern is with ethnicity its role in fostering 
regional autonomy movements in the West, its hampering effect on nation- 
buildmg efforts in Africa and Asia, and its importance for the understanding 
of nationalism as such
Hence, at each stage of its development after 1920 nationalism 
outperformed patriotism in terms of visibility Patriotic appeals during 
largely uneventful electoral campaigns could hardly be expected to have 
aroused as much interest as nationalist revolutionary struggles Only during 
wartime did patriotism seem to become more potent But, instead of yielding 
recognition for the political importance of patriotism, this may have led 
scholars to the conclusion that patriotism is no more than a product of war 
propaganda In other words, the few times that patriotism did become as 
visible as nationalism are unlikely to have contributed to its scholarly 
respectability
A second reason for the absence of studies in patriotism follows from 
the way patriotism has been commonly defined vis-a-vis nationalism (see 
section 3) Virtues are generally considered to be less fascinating than vices
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Undoubtedly, virtuous patriotism must have looked the same way with 
respect to vicious nationalism Furthermore, the portrayal of patriotism as 
a primitive psychological phenomenon makes it appear less in need of 
investigation than the picture of nationalism as a multifaceted political 
reality Similarly, its characterization as Heimatsliebe cannot have made it 
more appealing to study than the characterization of nationalism as a 
universal ideological force Finally, also this paper s way of conceptualizing 
patriotism is not likely to transform it into a more exciting subject of inquiry 
than nationalism At least m its present manifestations, patriotism lacks the 
flamboyancy that makes nationalism still appear like a young and vivid social 
power Instead, its conservative and traditionalist looks encourage viewing it 
as a remnant of the past52
The neglect of patriotism as a field of study should, thirdly, be 
understood as a result of methodological factors The power of patriotism 
resides primarily in the successful manipulation of its rhetoric The study of 
patriotism should, therefore, focus on the use and effect of certain discursive 
strategies However, this assumes that language can be a carrier and molder 
of political power While this assumption has always found some 
recognition amongst historians and social scientists, it has, until recently, 
been superseded methodologically by approaches that assumed language to be 
a neutral medium of political power An example is the earlier mentioned 
book on patriotism by Earle Hunter Hunter summarizes his findings by 
saying that so-called loyalties to country were shown to be directed to a 
sentimentalized or fictitious notion of country Therefore, he concludes, 
there is no such thing as patriotism 53 The unstated assumption is that, 
since country does not refer to a reality that exists independent from the 
word itself, it must be unreal and meaningless However, this assumption 
overlooks that the social importance of a concept may be dependent on the 
indeterminacy of its meaning, that is, on the multifarious ways m which it 
can be jostled around Language, Hunter seems to suggest, should or can 
perform no other function than to mirror reality The force of patriotism 
seems precisely to consist, however, m making people believe that its 
language mirrors reality, while it actually functions as a vehicle of power 
politics
A final and somewhat paradoxical reason for the lack of research on 
patriotism is the acknowledgment by scholars of the existence of types of 
nationalism that do not primarily appeal to the ethnic nation, but to the 
established state-territorial nation Labeled as state-nationalism (Connor), 
official nationalism (Shafer, Anderson), governmental nationalism 
(Breuilly), or post-independence nationalism (A D Smith) their 
characterizations often come close to the way patriotism has been 
conceptualized in this paper However, the plethora of labels 
notwithstanding, very little has been written on these forms of nationalism 
In part, the three aforementioned reasons account for that An additional
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reason is that this type of nationalism is often considered to be somehow less 
real and more artificial than separatist and unification nationalisms 
Benedict Anderson, for instance, claims that official nationalisms are 
conservative, not to say reactionary, policies, adapted from the model of the 
largely spontaneous popular nationalisms that preceded them 54 While this 
claim recognizes the political existence of patriotism, it slights the importance 
of its study by alluding to patriotism as an impoverished form of genuine 
nationalism In a similar vein, John Breuilly dismisses the study of 
governmental nationalism because, he says, a policy framed in nationalist 
terms is usually just part of a larger framework within which such policy is 
formulated 55 Like Anderson, Breuilly denies patriotism an independent 
existence, but he does so, not by considering it as an adulterated form of 
nationalism but by demoting it to just one aspect of a broader policy
Irrespective of whether the views of Anderson and Breuilly are correct 
it is remarkable that they consider the political importance of patriotism to be 
dependent on its purity as a social phenomenon But, as has been already 
observed with respect to Hunter s thesis, it is not impossible that the political 
clout of patriotism rests on the semantic indeterminacy of its rhetoric and the 
numerous manners m which its discourse can be manipulated Thus, the 
political significance of patriotism seems to require the very impurities that 
Breuilly and Anderson cite as their justification for not bothering with 
patriotism
Conclusion
This paper has tried to show that the study of patriotism has been 
sorely neglected The scarcity of scholarly references to patriotism and the 
often slipshod way in which it is defined indicate that patriotism is not taken 
seriously Yet, as the poll results and the example of the Rhode Island 
national anthem controversy suggest, it is dangerous to underestimate 
patriotism s political meaning Therefore, patriotism has been 
reconceptualized here m a way that should make it amenable to further 
study Like nationalism, I have argued, patriotism can be considered as a 
political movement with its own doctrine It should, therefore, be studied as 
thoroughly as nationalism While this paper cannot claim to have provided 
even the beginnings of such a study, it has hopefully fostered interest in it
Study of the patriotic phenomenon will have to be interdisciplinary 
patriotism is a psychological force as well as a political power, its ramifications 
manifest themselves on the social domestic level as well as on the 
international level Its importance is felt m the present as much as it was in 
the past, though in different ways that deserve historical scrutiny
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To bring some order in this plethora of possible perspectives applicable 
to the study of patriotism it is useful to conclude this paper with setting up a 
provisional research agenda The agenda does not aim to be exhaustive or 
detailed, but to provide at least an inkling of what the study of patriotism 
could consist of more concretely
Since ultimately, patriotism, like nationalism, is a psychological 
phenomenon, it makes sense to start one s investigation there I already 
suggested that social identity theory might provide an adequate 
understanding of the psychological basis of patriotism (see note 32) In 
addition, psychoanalytic theory and the sociobiological approach could be 
helpful in explaining why people identify so strongly with territorially 
circumscribed social entities 56 However, while social identification may be 
psychologically the foundation of patriotism, it is not the only motive that 
makes people behave patriotically Other motives, having to do with the 
avoidance of punishment, the obtainment of benefits, and the pursuit of 
fairness, may also be essential to building a patriotic mentality 57
This brings one to a second level of analysis an investigation of the 
way in which governments, state apparatuses, and other political entities 
manipulate motives for behaving patriotically It is obvious for instance, 
that negative reinforcements are used extensively—cf the heavy 
punishments meted out for anti-patriotic behavior such as desertion and 
treason—, but a more thorough analysis is needed of the effectiveness of such 
reinforcements as well as of the adequacy of other means for manipulating 
the psychological basis of patriotism Historical research is of special 
importance here, for it can indicate how the strength of a country s 
patriotism has varied with the nature of attempts of groups in that country to 
mobilize patriotism
A historical inquiry into patriotism may, furthermore, open up a new 
perspective for looking at problematic aspects of political history For 
instance, it might help to rethink the issue of state formation in sixteenth and 
seventeenth century Europe by investigating to what extent political 
centralization in that part of the world was attended by efforts to stimulate 
patriotism, and to what extent appeals to patriotism were related to demands 
for loyalty to the monarch Or, it might provide some new insights m the 
growth of anti-monarchist, revolutionary movements that culminated in the 
French Revolution by looking at how these movements abundant rhetoric 
determined their identity and how it affected the ability of anciens regimes to 
cope with them
Next to predominantly social psychological and historical studies of 
patriotism, there is a need for primarily political analyses of the 
phenomenon Since such analyses would aim to provide an alternative or at 
least a supplement to political studies of nationalism, it would be especially
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apposite to look at how examining patriotism can enhance one s 
understanding of nationalism Indeed, since patriotism and nationalism can 
be viewed as opposed ideologies—or, perhaps more correctly, competing 
mentalities—and since patriotism represents the status quo vis-a-vis 
nationalism, the growth of the latter could be explained in terms of the 
failure of the former For instance, the break-up of the Soviet Union could be 
explained in terms of the disintegration of a totalitarian patriotism under the 
weight of glasnost, the failure of Gorbachev to provide a new focus for 
territorial loyalties
Finally one of the most important tasks facing scholars of patriotism is 
to find out whether patriotism (or some types of patriotism) are intrinsically 
linked to particular domestic and foreign policies Put more concretely does 
patriotism tend to breed intolerance and anti-democratic tendencies inside 
the country and bellicose behavior and other tensions between countries7 
Here the investigation of patriotism clearly enters the terrain of normative 
inquiry The motivation for studying those potential effects of patriotism 
cannot be mere scientific curiosity, instead, it rests on the wish to find out 
how socially desirable or undesirable patriotism is This would bring the 
study of patriotism back to where it started m the late nineteenth century 
with a debate on its moral qualities 58 However, this time the debate should be 
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